TIPS FOR MOUNTING COUNTERS

To mount these counters you need some 1/8” thick card (available from any art supply store), a metal ruler and a sharp knife.

Use the ruler and knife to cut the card into strips of counters (measure your 5/8” & 1/2” counters to get exact dimensions).

Cut out the front and back of the above counters using sharp scissors (cut them out slightly larger than the finished size).

Glue the front counters to the card and wait for the glue to dry. Then carefully use the knife to trim any excess by placing the counter face down on a hard surface and using the card as a guide.

Repeat the procedure for the back of the counter, making sure it is oriented the right way up.

This results in a near perfect counter, only the rounded edges of the die-cut counter is missing (and if you trim your counter edges, you will not notice this anyway!). With careful handling (IE no chocolate!) they should last a long time.